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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF NONNEGATIVE
SOLUTIONS OF A CERTAIN INTEGRAL INEQUALITY

BY

GUNNAR A. BROSAMLER

Abstract. The asymptotic behaviour of nonnegative solutions of a certain integral

inequality is discussed, in the framework of a probabilistic-potential theoretic

boundary theory.

1. Introduction.   Let /ibea measure on R, the real line, such that

(1.1) Kftf+l]ál,       ieR.

In the theory of slowing down of neutrons one is interested in bounded, or more

generally, nonnegative solutions / of the integral equation

(1.2) f fiv)p(dr,)=fiO,       teR

(see [4]).

This equation and in particular the limiting behaviour off at +00 and —00 was

studied by Slater and Wilf under the very restrictive assumption that pidÇ) = Aïf ) di,

K t 1 [5]. In a subsequent paper [6], Slater replaced "# f 1" by "0<A:^ 1".

As was pointed out in [1], the natural approach to equation (1.2) is a potential

theoretic-probabilistic one. This approach makes artificial assumptions on p.

unnecessary, and allowed us to study—more generally—the nonnegative solutions

of

(1-3) f fdMdv) â fit),       îeR.

Whereas one admits as solutions of (1.2) only real-valued functions, one allows for

(1.3) extended-real-valued functions which are locally /¿-integrable. In [1] we ob-

tained theorems on the structure of these solutions as well as theorems on their

asymptotic behaviour at +00.

It is the purpose of this paper to prove theorems on the asymptotic behaviour of

nonnegative solutions of (1.2) and (1.3) at —00 with no assumption on p other

than (1.1). In particular we shall prove the so-called "renewal" theorem on the
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asymptotic behaviour of the Green function g of equation (1.2) which was intro-

duced in [1]. The main results of this paper are listed in §3; §2 contains a review of

the main results of [1].

In this paper an important role is played by the duals of (1.2), (1.3), namely

Jit-1,0

(l-3r f f(r¡)p.(drj)úf(e), èïR.
Jli-l.t)

(Note that p[£-l,0¿l.)

A trivial remark first: Symmetry furnishes an obvious 1-1 correspondence be-

tween statements relating to (1.2), (1.3) and those relating to (1.2/"", (1.3)". We shall

make frequent use of this trivial duality principle.

Less superficial is a connection between (1.2), (1.3) and (1.2)", (1.3)" which is

suggested by the potential theoretic point of view: If we define the substochastic

transition function F on F by

(1.4) P(£,A) = p.{(ê,ê+l]nA},

i e F, A BorelsF, then the nonnegative F-regular and F-superregular functions

are just the nonnegative solutions of (1.2) and (1.3), whereas the /¿-densities of the

F-regular and F-superregular measures (see [1]) which are absolutely continuous

with respect to p. (note : a F-regular measure is automatically absolutely continuous

with respect to p.) are essentially the nonnegative solutions of (1.2)" and (1.3)". If

instead we consider the potential theory of the substochastic transition function

(Mr Pi(,A) = n{[£-l,i)nA},

£eR,A Borel ^F, the roles of (1.2), (1.3) and (1.2)", (1.3)" are obviously inter-

changed. In any case, it is not surprising that at a certain stage a simultaneous

study of (super-)regular functions and (super-)regular measures should become

inevitable.

The results obtained in [1] were put into the framework of a boundary theory for

the transition function F. In particular, we identified—under condition (A) (see §2)

—the Martin exit boundary as { + 00} and obtained versions of the Riesz-Martin

representation and Fatou limit theorems for nonnegative F-superregular functions.

In the light of the above, the theorems of this paper complete the boundary theory

of the F-potential theory : The Martin entrance boundary can be identified—under

condition (Â) (see §2)—as { — 00} and our limit theorems provide limit theorems for

the nonnegative F-superregular functions at this boundary. In short, [1] and the

present paper present one of the very few examples of probabilistic potential

theory, whose boundary theory is worked out completely.
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We conclude with a few technical remarks : The proofs given in [1] were strictly

potential theoretic; their probabilistic interpretation could be given in terms of

Markov chains with transition function P and varying starting points £ e R. For

the proof of the main theorem (i.e. Theorem (3.1)) in this paper, however, we need

a probabilistic argument, involving the concept of an approximate Markov chain

in the sense of Hunt [2] and time reversal. With this in mind, we emphasize the

probabilistic nature of the proof of our renewal theorem.

2. Results from [1] and their duals. We start by recalling some notations and

results from [1]. For f e R, A Borel QR, let P0i£, A)=Xa(0,

PnUe,4)=jPn(v,A)Pi$,dr,)

for  n^O,  Gii,A) = Z?=0Pni£,A)  (Green  function).   For f^O,  let (A/)(£) =

¡fir¡)PniL d-n) and let 0 = J, lirn»^« PJ. We have

(2.1) Git,A) = XAÍO+\ tâvMdn)
Ja

with g(Lv) = G(L[r¡-l,v))- Moreover, 0g*g4, gii,r,)=0 for £>r¡, and 0(0

¿g($, r?)for |<tj-1.

As we mentioned in §1, the nonnegative solutions of (1.2) and (1.3) are just the

nonnegative T'-regular and T'-superregular functions. One has the following results

on these functions :   ,

(1) Every T'-superregular function z/äO has a unique decomposition into the

sum of a nonnegative P-regular function and a /"-potential

(2.2) v(Z)=j(u-Pu)(i,)G(t,dr,).

(Riesz decomposition).

(2) 0^0 iff

(A)

(i) lim sup/¿(£, 1+1] > 0,
?-o>

(ii) J"{i-p(Z,{+ 1M¿0< oo.

(3) If (A) holds, all nonnegative T'-regular functions are proportional to ip.

(4) If (A) holds, lim^oo ./.(£) = 1.

(5) If(A) does not hold, a nonnegative f-regular function ^ 0 has limit oo at +co.

(6) If v is a T'-potential satisfying the condition j°° (v—Pv)(r¡)p(dr¡)<co, then

lim{_oo Pv(i) = 0. If (A) holds, this condition is always satisfied, and moreover,

lim^o,.^ v(i)=0 for some Borel set AsR such that Jœ XAÍ0rl(d0<cc-

For details we refer to [1].
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We can obviously dualize the statements (l)-(6) by replacing F, G, >p, lim{_ + 00,

J00 by P, G=2ï=oK <Â = I limFnl, lim^.«, /_„ and condition (A) by
condition

(i) lim sup/n[i-1,0 > 0,
{--co

(Â)

(ii) Í    {i-/i[f-i,0M#)<«>.
J— 00

The trivial duality principle involved was already mentioned in §1. The subse-

quently mentioned connection between F-(super-)regular measures and F-(super-)

regular functions is reflected by the following fact : We have, for g(i, -n) =

G(£,(v,r,+ l]),

(2.3) ¿(Lv)=g(r>,0,

as is easily verified.

We conclude this section with a probabilistic interpretation of ip [$]• If

(Q, 9Í, Pr{ ; Xn, n ̂  0) is a Markov chain with substochastic transition function

F [P] and starting point | e F, then this chain has no cluster points in F and 0(f)

= Prelim»..„ Xn = oo) [0(f) = Praiim^.0 Jfn = -co}].

3. Main theorems. As we shall see in the next section, condition (A) implies the

existence of a = lim{-.Œ J"({ti + 1] p-{n}p-(dr)) and dually, condition (Â) the existence of

â = limi__00 j[!;_ll;)p.{r)}p,(dri). We state now the main results of this paper.

(3.1) Theorem. Let h be a nonnegative, finite, measurable function on ( — oo, M+l]

such that Ph = h on ( — oo, M]. Then lim^.«, /i(f) exists. This limit is 0 if (A) does

not hold.

(3.2) Corollary. (1) 0(-oo)=lim{-,_oo ifi($) exists.

(2) 0(-co) = O if (A) does not hold.

(3.3) Proposition. If (A) holds or equivalently if </>^0, then

J+J KOp-rtf-l, f)}rfdO = ̂ 0(+*>)-I±^0(-oo)   or

1+«  n ,       \

according to whether (A) holds or not.

(3.4) Theorem (Renewal Theorem). (1) lim^ + co g(f,i?)=(2/(l+«M£) or 0

according to whether (A) holds or not.

(2) limj- _ » £ (f, r¡) = (2/(1 + cc))0(t/) or 0 according to whether (A) holds or not.
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(3.5) Theorem. Let v = Gf be a P-potential, where f=v-Pv~¿0.

(1) 7/(Â) does not hold, and \ fi^pid-q) < go, then lim{__„o Pvi£) = 0.

(2) 7/(Â) holds, and ¡_cofir¡)pidr¡) = <x>, then lim{__œ t;(f) = lim^_0O Pt>(£) = co.

(3) If (A) holds, and f_xf(r¡)n(dri)< co, then

< CO,lim     v(t) =  lim Pv(0 = ^- ¡faWlMdn)

where A is some Borel set £ 7? such that J*_ œ XAÍOf-idi) < co.

Again, one can obviously dualize the preceding results by making the substitu-

tions mentioned in §2 and by replacing in addition (Â), a, &, lim{__x, (-co, M],

p[t-\, 0, by (A), â, a, lim?^ + 00, [-M, co), /z(£ f+1]. In view of (2.3) the two

parts of Theorem (3.4) are duals of each other, and it is hence sufficient to prove

only part (2). The following theorem relates 0( —<x>) and 0(+oo).

(3.6) Theorem. 0(—oo) = 0 iff 0(+oo) = O. If the limits are not 0, then

0( + co)/0(-oo) = (l+a)/(l+a).

The proofs are given in §6. Probabilistic aspects are also mentioned in §5

(Remarks).

4. Preliminaries.   In this section we shall discuss the conditions (A) and (Â).

Firstly we remark that if condition (A)(ii) holds, then (A)(i) is equivalent to

(A)   (i') lim^,í+l] = 1.
£-»oo

This follows from 0(f) ̂ (f, f+l]^l, and lim^«, 0(0 = 1 if (A) holds. Dually,
under condition (Â)(ii), (Â)(i) is equivalent to

(Â)   (i') lim   p[f-l,0- 1.
{-.-co

We proceed to the following

(4.1) Lemma. Letf^Obe a locally p-integrable function on R. Then for M, Ne R,

M+l<N,

f     {i-Pi}(Of(íh(dO = í        {f-Pf}(0Kdt)
J(,M,N) J(M.N-l)

-Í        Mrföi        Av)Kdr,)+(Pf)(N)
J(M-1,M] J(M,{ + 1]

- f /» f     fivWdr,).
JÍN-I.N) J(l.N)
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Proof. By application of Fubini's theorem to

J ^ (Fi)(f)/(f>(¿f) = J* (¡x^-i.Mx^AOfdMd^yidO-

(4.2) Proposition. Condition (A)(ii) is equivalent to

(A)    (ii') [CO{l-Ja[f-l,f)Hi/f)<co.

Proof. If we apply Proposition (4.1) to/= 1, we have

f     {l -$41, i)Hdi) = f        {i -Mf, f + lMrfO

(4.3) - f ¡x(M, Ç+l]p,(dè) + p,[N-1, TV)
J(M-1,M]
'i

p.(t,N)p.(di).
JlN-l.N)

The assertion of the proposition follows.

(4.4) Proposition. Assume that condition (A) holds. Then

r.

a =   lim p{r]}p.(dr¡)
«-.oo J«,í + 1]

ex«/5. Moreover,

(4.5) lim f ^,?+lK¿í) = Kl-«),
Î-.00    J[í,í+1)

(4.6) lim /ih-l,f)/*(rf,)=Kl + «)-
£-.00     J[í.{+1)

Proof. If (A) holds, we have lim^o, ft(f, f+l] = l, hence Iim^«,/¿[f, f+1)

= 1, and we may conclude from (4.3) and Proposition (4.2) that

lim   | p.(-q,Ç+l)p,(drn)
í-oo  Jl(,t + 1)

exists. Now we have by Fubini's theorem

Kv>£+l)rídy) = \        A.L r¡)p.(d-n),
Jti.í+1) Jlt,t+1)

and, therefore,

{/*[£, H-i»a = f       pfoi+iMdn)
Jk,(+i)

= 2 f       p.(-n, f +1 )/*(<Aj) + f       p{-n)Kàn).
Jií.i+i) Jií.í+i)
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This equation implies the existence of

lim I p{vfr(dy) = lim p{vMdr¡)
«->oo Jl(,i+1) {-.xj({,?+l]

—which we denote by a— as well as the identification

lim f liftl, f + VKàn) = i(l -«)•
i-»oo  Jlt.i+l)

We now conclude the last statement of the proposition from the preceding two,

since

lim { I p[v-l, O^dq)- f fifo, f + IMdn)} = 0,
«-*oo    U[i,i+1) J[í,í+1) J

asean be seen from ju[i?-l, f)-/¿[i7, f+l)=/¿fa-l, i?)-/x[f, f+l)for?je [f, f+1),

and lim{_ „ /x[f, f +1) = 1.

Remark. Obviously Propositions (4.2) and (4.4) have their duals. Thus (Â)(ii)

is equivalent to

(Â)   (ii') f     {l-pit,t+l]}p.idt)<co.
J-09

Now assume that (Â) holds. Then

& =   lim   I fibiMdv) =   lim Pivhidrj)
Í-.-00 J(î-1,«] Í--00 Jk-1.«

exists, and

(4.5)^ lim   f Mi-l^H^) = i(l-a),
«-»-» J({-1,{]

(4.6)- lim   f Kf,1 + l]K<*?)=Kl + &).
{--oo J({-1,{]

5. An approximate Markov chain. The probabilistic tool used in this paper is

an "approximate Markov chain with transition function P and sojourn measure

p.". In §6 we shall use this tool via Theorems (5.1) and (5.2) to prove Theorem (3.1).

The concept of approximate Markov chain was introduced by Hunt [2] for

transient substochastic transition functions and associated superregular measures,

on a countable state space. In our case, we have as transition function the function

P, defined on the real line, rather than on a countable set, and as P-superregular

measure the measure p. Our Theorem (5.1) is (essentially) a transcription of Theo-

rem (10.9) in [3], and our Theorem (5.3) one of Theorem (1.1) in [2]. Proofs of

these two theorems will be omitted since they too are obtained by simple transcrip-

tions of the corresponding proofs in [3], [2]. (Two minor errors in the proof of

Theorem (10.9) in [3] are easily corrected.) May it suffice to mention, that the

transcriptions are made possible by fixing pasa reference measure on 7?; this

allows one—when dealing with measures on R that have ^-densities—to deal with
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their densities instead ; in particular we have for the F-superregular measure p. the

F-superregular density 1, and for the measures F(f, •) and F(f, •) the densities

Pit, v) = Xa.(+u(v) and /3(f, i?)=xK_i,o(i?)=l -p(v> Oft-
Unlike Theorems (5.1) and (5.3), Theorems (5.2), (5.4), (5.5) are dependent on

the special nature of our transition function.

We shall start now with the existence theorem. For this purpose let S=R u {a, p}

(a, p two different fictitious states), endowed with the obvious <r-field structure, and

let F' be the stochastic extension of F to F u {p} (see [1]).

(5.1) Theorem. There exists a (not necessarily finite) measure space (O, 21, Pr)

and measurable mappings Zk: D -^ S, — co<k< +oo, such that

(1) On an w-set of full Pr-measure,

Zk(w) = o implies Zm(w) = a for m¿k.

Zk(w) = p implies Zm(a>) = p for m^k.

There exists k(ui) such that Zkm(u>) e R.

(2) If for any bounded Borel set B^R, we let QB = (J*"- «o Zk \B) and tb(w)

= ini{k;Zkiu))e B} for cu e 0B, then tb > — oo, Pr-a.e. on QB and the process

XkB)=Zk+lB, kztO, defined on 0B, is a "Markov chain" with transition function P'

and finite initial distribution.

(3) For any Borel set A^R,

+ 00

í   f   xA(Zk(o>))d?x(oS) = p.(A).
i   k = - oo

Any process (O, % Pr), {Zk: Í1-5-S, -co<k<+oo) having the properties of

the preceding theorem is called an approximate Markov chain with transition

function F and sojourn measure p.. Next we discuss some properties of such a

chain. For this purpose let |5=J(1 +a) or 0 according to whether (A) holds or does

not hold; dually let ß=i(l+&) or 0 according to whether (Â) holds or does not

hold.

(5.2) Theorem. Let (£2, 21, Pr), {Zk: Q ^ S, — oo <k< +00} be an approximate

Markov chain with transition function P and sojourn measure p.. Then

(1) On an oj-set of full Pr-measure,

(a) For all k, Zk(w),Zk+1(u>) e R implies Zk(io)<Zk+1(u>)^Zk(w) + l.

(b) The set {Zk(w), — 00 < k < + 00} has no cluster points in R.

(2) For MeR,

Pr^-oo.M]} = í {1-/4É-L OHdO + ß
>/(-oo,M]

and

Pr{ÍV+oo>} = í       {1-KÉ, i+l]Mdi)+ß-
Jim, 00)
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(3) (a) Pr {lim^ _ . Zk = - co]=ß, Pr {limfcJ + . Zk = + co}=ß.

(b) Pr{limfc^_00Zfc=-co, limk^ + 00 ZJt=+co}=jÖ0(-co)=j30(+oo).

(4) 0-1-law. For any Borel set A^R,

Pr{ZkeA i.o. as k -> - co} = 0   if f     x¿(fM¿0 < co,
J— oo

= ß   if\     XAtäKdQ = «>;
J-00

Pr {Zk eAi.o.ask^+co} = 0   if[      xa(£M<#) < °°>

= ß   iff XA(0Kdt) = ™.

(4') 0-1-law. 7/93(..., Zfc_l5 Zfc) an</ 58(Zfc, Zk+1,...) are the sub-o-fields o/9t,

generated by {.. .,Zk_uZk} and {Zk,Zk+1,...} respectively, then for Ae

limfc^.o, 95(.. .,Zk_1,Zk),

Pr/A;  lim  Zk = -coj = 0   or   ß

and for A e limfc^ + «, S8(Zk, Zk+1,...),

Pr/A;  lim Zk = +co"l = 0   or   ]8.
\        fc->+oo /

The proof of this theorem is very straightforward and we shall content ourselves

to mention that it uses

(i) Results obtained in [1] for standard Markov chains with transition function

P' and varying starting points f e 7?.

(ii) Dual results for standard Markov chains with transition function P'

(=stochastic extension of P) and varying starting points f e R.

(iii) The fact that for any interval B=(M,N)^R, the process Xkm=Zk+ZB,

k^O, defined on Í2B, is a "Markov chain" with transition function P' and initial

distribution

Pi{ZlBeA;SlB} = pB(I-P)(A)

- f        {l -p[(-1, f)}x¿(fM¿f) + f {i -KM, QhAÍOKdi).
J(M+1,N) Jm.M+l}

(pB is the reduced measure of the T'-superregular measure p. with respect to B.)

(iv) The fact that for any interval B=(M, N)^R, the process

Xk    — Z-k+KB   uZ_fc+CBei{,
« = 0.

= p if Z_fc+Cfl = a,
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defined on QB, with £B(<u) =det sup {A:; Zk eF}<oo a.e. on fiB, is a "Markov

chain" with transition function F' and initial distribution

Pr{ZÎBe^i;QB}

= f {1 -p,iî, f + l]}xA(OKdO+ f {1 -/*(£ Tv-)^(fKö'f).
J(M.N-l) JiN-l.N)

Obviously, item (iv) can be reformulated as

(5.3) Theorem. Let (Q, 21, Pr); {Zk: Q -> S, — oo<k< +00} be an approximate

Markov chain with transition function P and sojourn measure p.. Then (O, 21, Pr);

{Z'k: Q.^ S, -co<k< +00} with

Z'k(a>)=Z_k(a>)    ifZ_k(oS)eR,

= a ifZ-k(a>) = p,

= p ifZ_k(w) = a,

is an approximate Markov chain with transition function P and sojourn measure p.,

i.e. fulfills (1), (2), (3) of Theorem (5.1) with P replaced by P.

(This theorem makes precise the role of F as transition function of the "reversed

process.")

We add some remarks to Theorem (5.2).

Remark 1. By (5.2)(2), we have

Pr (A - « ,m]} < co iff (Â) holds,

Pr{AM,+ =o)} < °° iff (A) holds,

Pr {Q} < 00   iff (A) and (Â) hold.

Pr{AM,+ =o)}<°o   iff (A) holds,

Remark 2. By (5.2)(3)(a), we have

Pr / lim Zk= -col > 0   iff (Â) holds,
U-.-00 I

Pr / lim  Zk= +00I > 0   iff (A) holds.
U -. + 00 J

Remark 3. In view of Remark 2, (5.2)(1) and (5.2)(4') explain the use of the

names "entrance" and "exit boundary" for {-00} and { + 00} if (Â) and (A) hold.

Remark 4. (5.2)(3)(a) provides a probabilistic interpretation of the constants

occurring in the Renewal Theorem (3.4).

Remark 5. (5.2)(3)(b) provides a probabilistic understanding of Theorem (3.6).

Remark 6. We may give probabilistic versions of the limit theorems for non-

negative F-superregular functions :

(5.4) Theorem. Assume (A) holds. Let u^O be a P-superregular function. Then

limfc_+ x uiZk) exists Pr-a.e. on {w; lim,^«, Zfc(tu) = co}. The limit is afinite constant.
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(5.5) Theorem. Assume (A) holds. Let u^O be a P-superregular function such

that J_m (u—Pu)(Ç)p(dÇ) <co. Then lim,^.« u(Zk) exists Pr-a.e. on

iw;  lim  Zfc(tu) = -co|.

The limit is a finite constant.

The first theorem is an obvious consequence of results in §2 and (5.2)(4), the

second one of (3.2)(1), (3.5)(3) and (5.2)(4). It is, by the way, easy to see that the

integrability condition for u—Pu is equivalent to supn Jn «(Z,Bn(tu)) a"Pr (to)<co

where Bn = ( — n, M) for some M e R.

6. Proof of the main theorems. First we recall an integral representation for the

important F-potential 1 —0. If v is any F-potential, we have by (2.1) and (2.2),

(6.1) (FtO(f) = [ g(L ̂ v-PvK-nMàn),      f e R.

This implies for v = 1 — 0,

(6.2) Mi, î +1] - <KÖ = f g&vW -Kv, v+1 Man),     i^R.

Secondly, we recall from [1] the following notation: For any F-superregular

function u ̂  0 and any Borel set A £ F, HAu denotes the reduced function of u with

respect to A.

Proceeding to the proofs of the limit theorems in §3, we shall start with

(6.3) Lemma. Let h^O be a finite measurable function on ( — oo, M+2] such that

Ph = h on (-co, M+ 1]. Then h is bounded on ( — oo, M+ 1].

Proof. Since h is right continuous on ( — oo, M+l) and has left limits on

(-co, M+l], it is bounded on [M, M+l]. Since, by (3.12) in [1] for f^M,

h(£) = HiMiM+uh(£), the lemma follows.

(6.4) Lemma. Assume (A) does not hold. Let h be as in Lemma (6.3). Then

lim{^_coA(f)=0.

Proof. Since h($) = H(M¡M+uh(i), èfkM, and h is bounded on (M, M+l], it is

sufficient to prove thatlim^.o, 77(M>M+ i]l(f) = 0. If (A)(i) does not hold, this equa-

tion is obvious. If (Â)(ii) does not hold, it follows from

T/(M,M+1]1(0 I {l-p(V,r,+ l]}p.(dri) £ l     for i < M-l,
JCÍ+1,M]

which one obtains from (6.2) by observing that for -n e (f +1, M],

H(M,u+1m Ú Hft-i.«l(0 â G({, bl-hv)) = g(è,v)-

(6.5) Lemma. Assume (Â)(i') holds. Let h be as in Lemma (6.3). Let c be a limit

point of h as f-> —oo and let 8>0. If we put A={{^M+2; \h(£) — c\ <8}, then
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Proof. Let AT e (8/4, co) be such that h(i)^K for fe (-00, M+\]. Since (Â)(i')

holds, there is Le R such that p(i, f+l]>l-S/8£ for f^L. Since c is a limit

point of h at — 00, there is a sequence f „ j — 00 such that \h(i n) — c[ < 8/2 for all n.

We may assume that for all n, f„ £ Min (M, L) and—since A is right continuous on

(-00, M+ 1)—that ¿u{f„} = 0. Define /„ e (0, 1) by

/„ = inf {/; 8/87C < /,(fn - /, fn]}.

Then KÍ.-Í» 6,1^8/8* and M[fn-/n, fJ^S/SK. Let A, = Un [£»-/», &]• Then
J-00 XAiiOp(dO = ao because Ax contains infinitely many disjoint intervals

[in — k, in]- Moreover AX^A. This is seen as follows: Let f e [fn-/„, fn]. Then

\hii)-hiin)\ ï ¡      hiv)pidv)+¡ K-nMdr,)
.'(«.«„i J(«+i.«n+i]

á^(f,fn] + 7^(f+l,f„+l].

Now

PÜ, fn] fS pün-ln, fn] g 8/8*

and

Kf+l. f.+ l] = Kt, L] + Hi, i+i]-Kin, f.+i]|

^ Mf, f»] + {l -/*«. f + 1]} + {1 -Mín, 4+1]}

^ 8ISK+8I8K+8/SK.

Hence |/i(f)—/¡(fn)| ̂ 8/2. Therefore |/i(f) —c|<8, which implies f e A. This

completes the proof.

(6.6) Lemma. Assume (Â)(i') holds. Let h be as in Lemma (6.3). 7/lim^ _ x.!tA hii)

exists for some Borel set A^R such that j_œ xxífM^f) < co, then lim^,.,*, /¡(f)

exists.

Proof. If

(*) c=     lim     hü),        f     XAÜUdi) < co,
«-»-co;«&4 J-00

then c is obviously a limit point of h at —00. Assume that h has a limit point c'^c

at -co. By Lemma (6.5) we have j_m x¿'(fM^£) = °° for ^4'={f ^M+2;

|/!(f)-c'|<|c-c'|/2}, and hence J_mX^K^) = « for ^1={fgM+2;|/I(f)-C|

2: [c—c'|/2}. This contradicts (*), and therefore lim?__00 h(i) = c.

We proceed now to the key lemma of this section, which is the only part where we

need probabilistic arguments.

(6.7) Lemma. Assume that (A) holds. Let h be as in Lemma (6.3). Then

lim{-, _ n-.itA KO exists for some Borel set A^R such that j_ M XA(i)Kdi) < °°-
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Proof. In §5 we introduced an approximate Markov chain on F with transition

function F and sojourn measure p., denoted by (Í2, 2(, Pr); {Zk, -cc<k< +oo}.

For any bounded Borel set FçF, the process XkB) = Zk+lB, k^O, was defined on DB.

Now let Bn = ( — n, M+ 1] for n^M; and on each QBn define the process

y(n) _ j.'/y(«.) \ k > 0

where t(M,m+1]u(()) is the first entry time of {Zk} into (M, M+l] u {p}and h' is the

extension of h to (-co, M+2] u {p} by A'(p)=0. From Theorem (5.2)(2) and

Lemma (6.3) we conclude that the functions Y¿n) are integrable, and that their

integrals are bounded. Indeed, if K is an upper bound for h on (-co, M+l],

we have

x) E{Y^; ClBn} = E{h(x£iM.M + wJ; nBj

g FPr{QBJ í FPr{D(_M,M+1]} < co.

From Theorem (5.1)(2), and (3.13) in [1] it follows that the processes {Ykn\ k^O},

defined on £2Bn, are "martingales". If we now define for rx, r2 with 0ár1<r2<oo,

ßj/i, r2) on QBn to be the number of upcrossings of {Ykn), k^l} with respect to

[ru r2], then we have by Doob's celebrated upcrossing inequality

r% — 'i

and by ( x ) we conclude that limn_ „ E{ßn(ru r2) ; ßB J < oo. If we define ß(r,, r2) on

fy-oo.M+i] as the number of upcrossings of {h(ZkAHMM + l]U{o)), k>r(_ M,M+i]}, then

ßnir,, r2)xnBn t ß(ri, r2)xn(-„,M+1], and we conclude that E{ß(r„ r2); Q(-X,M+1)}

<oo. This implies that ß(r,, r2)<co, Pr-a.e. on Q,.,,^^], and by a standard

argument we obtain

Pr f lim  h(Zk) exists,   lim  Zk = — col = Pr J lim  Zk = —col.

By Theorem (5.2)(4') there is a c e [0, K] such that

(+)       Pr f lim  h(Zk) = c,  lim Zk = -col = Pr( lim  Zk = -col.
lk->-oo k-.-oo J Ik-»-oo J

The assertion of the lemma follows now by a well-known argument which was also

used in [1, p. 234]. For £>0, let Ae = {{ÚM+2; \h(£)-c\ >e}. Since (Â) holds, we

conclude from ( + ) and Theorem (5.2)(4) that J_00 x^(f)/x(i/f)<oo. Now choose

fn I -oo, «^ 1, such that Jx¿1)nn(-oo,{„)(fM¿f)< 1/n2. Then the assertion of the

lemma is true with A = \Jnil {Altn n ( — oo, f„)}.

Proof of Theorem (3.1).   Follows from Lemmas (6.4), (6.6), (6.7).

Proof of Corollary (3.2). Obvious from Theorem (3.1).

Proof of Proposition (3.3). Obvious from Corollary (3.2) and Lemma (4.1) and

(4.5) and (4.6)".
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Remark. Proposition (3.3) is an extension of a formula given by Slater and Wilf

[5] in their context.

Proof of Theorem (3.4)(2). We recall that [Pg(-,v)W=g(i,v)-Xiv-i,m(0,

which implies that [Pg(-, i¡)]ii)=gii, -q) for f<-r?-l. If (Â) does not hold, the

assertion of the theorem follows from Theorem (3.1). If (A) holds, the existence of

lim^.œ g(i, T?) follows from Theorem (3.1); its identification is given by the dual

of Theorem (6.5) in [1], but can also be achieved from

(6.2)- ubi-l, v)-l>(v) = | {1 -rif-1, OMv, Op(dÍ)

by (2.3) and Lemma (4.1) and (4.6)^, since g(i, r¿) = 0 for f ^?j and

' {gii, v) - [Pgi ■, v)](Oh(di) = p[v-i,v)-

Proof of Theorem (3.5).

(1) This assertion follows from (6.1) and (3.4)(2) by the dominated convergence

theorem.

(2) We have for M e R, PvH) £ J(_ œM) gü, vVivMdr,), which implies that

liminfTMa ̂  ^ ( 4>iv)fivMdv)-
«-.-00 1 T« J(-oo,M)

The assertion follows because lim„^_„o >j>(-q) = \,

(3) It is sufficient to prove that

lim  PvH) = ¿7 f fcvVivMdv)
«-.-to 1+ocJ

< co,

since I - «, fÍT))pidr¡) < co implies that limí__oo;íí4/(f) = 0 for some Borel set AçR

such that J,^ XA(v)rl(d-q)<co. Now let M e R. From (3.4)(2) and the dominated

convergence theorem it is clear that

lim    f g(Í,v)ñvh(dv) = T^f fovVWKdv)

In view of (6.1) it is therefore sufficient to prove that

(-)     um f   g(^)/(*w = ¿f   mmKdri)
«-.-co   J(M,oo) l"TaJ(M,co)

<   00.

If ièM-l, we have for V>M, g(i, r¡)=g{q, f)^47f(M_1.M]l(??)S4^, M-l)

= 4g(M— 1, -q). (The first inequality follows from a slight modification of (3.12) in

[1].) But since

I        g(M-1, v)f(7,)p(dv) < f g(M-1, v)f(r¡h(dv) = Pv(M-1) < co,
J(M,oo) .'(M-l,oo)

(—) follows from Theorem (3.4)(2) and the dominated convergence theorem.
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Proof of Theorem (3.6) If either (A) or (Â) do not hold, we have 0(-co)

= 0( + co) = O. We assume now that both (A) and (Â) hold. By the dual of Proposi-

tion (3.3) we have

jAöU-rtf, í+IMdí) = i(l + &)-0Á(°o)/2)(l + a).

On the other hand, we get from (6.2) and Theorem (3.4)(2)

í|t JftijXi -riv, V+lM<*i) = i -0(-co).

Therefore, 0(oo)(l +a) = 0( —co)(l +â), and the proof is complete.
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